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10.2 Inside-Out Collapse 297

Figure 10.7 Rarefaction wave in inside-out collapse (schematic). An interior region of diminished
pressure advances from radius r1 at time t1 to r2 at t2. Within this region, gas falls onto the central
protostar of growing mass.

The freely falling portion of the cloud has a structure determined by the strong gravity of
the protostar, rather than by conditions prior to collapse. If we focus on some fixed volume
relatively close to the star, gas crosses this region in an interval brief compared with the evolu-
tionary time scale, M∗/Ṁ . Since there is no chance for appreciable mass buildup in any such
volume, we may ignore the left-hand side of the continuity equation (10.27) and conclude that
r2ρu is a spatial constant throughout the collapsing interior. Setting u = −Vff and utilizing
equation (10.30), we solve for the density to find

ρ =
Ṁ r−3/2

4π
√

2GM∗
. (10.34)

For comparison, we recall from § 9.1 that all spherical equilibria have ρ declining as r−2 in
their outer regions. Thus, both the density and pressure profiles become flatter in the region of
collapse, as illustrated in Figure 10.7.

The numerical calculations we have discussed assume spherical symmetry not only in the
initial configuration, but at all subsequent times. It is not difficult to relax the second restriction.
That is, one still begins with a spherical, thermally supported cloud, but now follows its collapse
with the full, three-dimensional equations of mass continuity (3.7) and momentum conservation
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298 10 The Collapse of Dense Cores

(3.3), together with Poisson’s equation (9.3) for the gravitational potential. The result is that the
cloud evolution is virtually unchanged. In three dimensions, small, localized density enhance-
ments inevitably arise. Once these enter the collapsing region, however, the straining motion
induced by the protostar’s gravity (i. e., the increase of |Vff | with decreasing r) tends to pull them
apart. Inside-out collapse is thus stable against fragmentation. The situation is quite different
for clouds that are initially far out of force balance, as we discuss in Chapter 12.2

One reason that pressure is ultimately ineffective in halting collapse is that the gas tempera-
ture has been assumed constant. Building up an adverse pressure gradient thus requires a steep
inward rise of density. High density, on the other hand, only enhances the effect of self-gravity.
It is for this reason, of course, that isothermal equilibria can only tolerate a modest density
contrast before they are unstable to collapse.

How realistic, though, is the isothermal assumption? In the case of hydrostatic configu-
rations, we have seen that the temperature responds rather sluggishly to cosmic-ray heating
because of efficient cooling by CO and dust grains (recall Figure 8.6). A fluid element within
a collapsing cloud has two additional sources of energy input. One is the compressional work
performed by the surrounding gas. Here, the power input per unit volume is

Γcomp =
P

ρ

Dρ

Dt

=
P u

ρ

∂ρ

∂r
,

(10.35)

where we have assumed steady-state flow in the second form of this relation.
Suppose we now utilize ρ(r) from equation (10.34) to evaluate Γcomp. Then, at radii where

this rate is appreciable, we find it is overwhelmed by the second new source of energy, the radi-
ation from the protostar and its surrounding disk. This luminosity stems from the kinetic energy
of infall and is generated at the stellar and disk surfaces (Chapter 11). It is the dust grains within
the flow that are actually irradiated and they respond, as usual, by emitting their own infrared
photons. The temperature of the infalling envelope does not climb steeply until the ambient
density is large enough to trap this cooling radiation. As we will see in § 11.1, such trapping
occurs at a radius of roughly 1014 cm. The gas at this distance is already traveling at such high
speed that the infall process cannot be impeded. Thus, the departures from isothermality, while
both interesting physically and critical observationally, do not affect the overall dynamics of
inside-out collapse.

10.3 Magnetized Infall
Within the sequence of spherical equilibria discussed in § 9.1, there is only one marginally un-
stable model. We have argued that a dense core approaches the point of collapse quasi-statically,
i. e., without ever being far removed from force balance. The implication is that the object must

2 Detailed analysis reveals that nonspherical perturbations within the free-fall region do grow, but very weakly. The
density contrast over the background increases as (t◦ − t)1/3, where t◦ is the time at which the unperturbed fluid
element would reach the origin.
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Thus far, we have viewed the protostar within a collapsing cloud simply as a mass sink and
source of gravity for the surrounding, diffuse matter. We now examine more closely the proper-
ties of this object, utilizing the tools of stellar evolution theory. We shall also want to consider
that inner portion of the cloud significantly heated by the luminous, central body. It is this region
which holds the most promise for observational detection, both through its thermal emission and
inward motion. When we then delve into the structure of protostars per se, we emphasize the
role of deuterium fusion in subsolar masses. The steady release of energy from this reaction,
while adding little to the star’s surface luminosity, nevertheless exerts a powerful and lasting
influence.

One cannot properly discuss the evolution of protostars without including their surrounding
disks. Such disks have been observed around older, optically visible stars, and are the sources
of planetary systems. Section 3 of this chapter concerns the theory of their origin and early
growth. Returning to stars, we then extend the previous structural analysis to the intermediate-
mass regime, thereby laying the groundwork for a theoretical understanding of Herbig Ae/Be
stars. Finally, we depart from theory to assess the ongoing effort by infrared and millimeter
observers to detect protostars in nearby star-forming regions.

11.1 First Core and Main Accretion Phase
How does a protostar initially form? In answering this question, we should bear in mind that
the cloud environment at this time is one characterized by slow contraction and not violent
collapse. We have seen how ambipolar diffusion mediates this contraction by gradually eroding
the cloud’s internal, magnetic support. We have also noted that the leakage of flux proceeds
more quickly in denser regions. The accelerating density increase exemplified by Figure 10.4 is
thus bound to occur, even if the quantitative details are not fully known. However, the structure
that arises is not yet a bona fide protostar, but a temporary configuration known as the first
core. Let us briefly trace its growth and rapid demise. Of necessity, our treatment is based on
spherically symmetric calculations that omit the important elements of rotation and magnetic
support. We accordingly limit ourselves to describing general features of the evolution that
should not change markedly even after more complete studies become available.

11.1.1 Early Growth and Collapse
A key point of departure from our previous analysis of clouds is that the isothermal approxi-
mation, which served us well in describing larger-scale equilibrium and dynamics, now breaks
down entirely. As its density climbs, the central lump quickly becomes opaque to its own
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318 11 Protostars

Figure 11.1 Evolution of central tem-
perature in the first core. The temper-
ature is plotted as a function of central
density.

infrared, cooling radiation. Further compression then causes its internal temperature to rise
steadily. The enhanced pressure decelerates material drifting inward, which settles gently onto
the hydrostatic structure. The settling gas can still radiate rather freely in the infrared, at least
before it is smothered by successive layers of incoming matter. This energy loss from the outer
skin then further enhances compression. The calculations show, in fact, that the core eventually
stops expanding and begins to shrink, even as fresh material continues to arrive. The total com-
pressed mass is still small at this stage, about 5 × 10−2 M⊙, but the radius is large by stellar
standards, roughly 5 AU (8 × 1013 cm).

The interior of the central object, like its surroundings, consists mostly of molecular hydro-
gen. This fact alone seals the fate of the first core and ensures its early collapse. To see why,
let us first estimate the mean internal temperature, utilizing the virial theorem in the version
of equation (3.16). The object builds up from that portion of the parent cloud that was least
supported rotationally and magnetically. We therefore tentatively ignore both the bulk kinetic
energy T and the magnetic term M in the virial theorem. We further approximate the grav-
itational potential energy W as −GM2/R, for a core of mass M and radius R. The internal
energy becomes

U =
3
2

!
P d3x

=
3
2
RT

µ
M ,

(11.1)

where T and µ are the volume-averaged temperature and molecular weight, respectively. Ap-
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plying equation (3.16) and solving for the temperature, we find

T ≈ µ

3R
G M

R
(11.2a)

= 850 K
"

M

5 × 10−2 M⊙

#"
R

5 AU

#−1

. (11.2b)

Here we have set µ equal to 2.4, the value appropriate for molecular gas.
The internal temperature, while very low compared to true stars, is higher than in quiescent

molecular clouds, as is the average mass density, which is now of order 10−10 g cm−3. With
the addition of mass and shrinking of the radius, T soon surpasses 2000 K, and collisional dis-
sociation of H2 begins. At this point, the temperature starts to level off. The effect is evident
in Figure 11.1, which tracks the temperature as a function of density at the center. Viewing
the situation energetically, we note that the number of H2 molecules in the core is XM/2mH ,
where X = 0.70 is the interstellar hydrogen mass fraction. From equation (11.1), the thermal
energy per molecule is therefore 3kBT/X , or 0.74 eV when T = 2000 K. This figure is small
compared to the 4.48 eV required to dissociate a single molecule. During the transition epoch,
therefore, even a modest rise in the fraction of dissociated hydrogen absorbs most of the com-
pressional work of gravity, without a large increase in temperature.

As the density of the first core keeps climbing, the region containing atomic hydrogen
spreads outward from the center. We recall from § 9.1 that purely isothermal configurations can
tolerate only a modest density contrast before they become gravitationally unstable. The reason
is that the compression arising from any perturbations can no longer be effectively opposed by
a rise in the internal pressure, once the temperature is held fixed. The interior temperature of
the first core is not a fixed constant, but its rise is severely damped by the dissociation process.
Hence, the partially atomic region can only spread and increase its mass by a limited amount
before the entire configuration becomes unstable and collapses. This event marks the end of the
first core.

11.1.2 Accretion Luminosity
The collapse of the partially dissociated gas takes the central region to much higher density and
temperature. Indeed, the latter is now sufficient to collisionally ionize most of the hydrogen.
The true protostar that emerges is not susceptible to another internal transition and remains dy-
namically stable. With a radius of several R⊙, a protostar of 0.1 M⊙ has, from equation (11.2a),
a mean internal temperature above 105 K. Such a value, coupled with a mass density of order
10−2 g cm−3, places the object within the stellar regime.

Gas that approaches the protostellar surface is now traveling essentially at free-fall velocity,
which is considerably greater than the local sound speed. The steady rise in the protostellar
mass gradually inflates this supersonic infall region, so that the cloud collapse proceeds in the
usual inside-out manner. By this point, the protostar is said to have entered the main accretion
phase. For now, we will continue to describe the main characteristics of this period as if the
collapse were spherically symmetric. We will soon indicate, in varying detail, the alterations
introduced by rotation and magnetic fields. To date, however, the spherical calculations have
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provided by far the most complete information and are still the only studies to have evolved the
protostar to interestingly high masses.

Let us first consider the gross energetics of the main accretion phase. A protostar of mass M∗
and radius R∗ forms out of cold, nearly static cloud material whose dimensions are enormous
compared to R∗. Thus, we may effectively set the initial energy, both mechanical and thermal,
to zero. The star itself, however, is a gravitationally bound entity with a negative total energy.
Some of the energy difference is radiated into space during collapse, while most of the rest goes
into dissociating and ionizing hydrogen and helium. We denote this latter, internal component
as ∆Eint, where

∆Eint ≡ X M∗
mH

$
∆Ediss(H)

2
+ ∆Eion(H)

%
+

Y M∗ ∆Eion(He)
4 mH

.

Here, ∆Ediss(H) = 4.48 eV is the binding energy of H2, ∆Eion(H) = 13.6 eV is the ioniza-
tion potential of HI, and ∆Eion(He) = 75.0 eV is the energy required to fully ionize helium.
The protostar’s thermal energy U is equal to −W/2 by the virial theorem. Approximating W
as −GM2

∗/R∗, we may write

0 = −1
2

G M2
∗

R∗
+ ∆Eint + Lrad t , (11.3)

where Lrad is the average luminosity escaping over the formation time t.
Suppose that we first take the extreme step of ignoring Lrad entirely. Then equation (11.3)

yields the maximum radius Rmax which the protostar could have at any mass M∗. We readily
find

Rmax =
G M2

∗
2 ∆Eint

= 60 R⊙

"
M∗

M⊙

#
.

(11.4)

This numerical estimate would change slightly with a more careful treatment of the gravitational
energy W . In any case, we know that Rmax is considerably greater than the true radii of solar-
type protostars. Their immediate descendants, the youngest T Tauri stars, are smaller by an
order of magnitude, as we shall see in Chapter 16.

Since R∗ ≪ Rmax, the final term in equation (11.3) is actually comparable to the first one.
Setting Ṁ = M∗/t, we conclude that Lrad is close to the accretion luminosity, given by

Lacc ≡ G M∗ Ṁ

R∗

= 61 L⊙

&
Ṁ

10−5 M⊙ yr−1

'"
M∗

1 M⊙

#"
R∗

5 R⊙

#−1

.

(11.5)

We will later justify our representative numerical values for Ṁ and R∗. The important quantity
Lacc is the energy per unit time released by infalling gas that converts all its kinetic energy into
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radiation as it lands on the stellar surface. Despite the approximations entering our derivation,
Lrad is very nearly equal to Lacc throughout the main accretion phase, regardless of the detailed
time dependence of Ṁ . Moreover, this equality holds even if the gas first strikes a circumstellar
disk, then subsequently spirals onto the star (see § 11.3 below). The only stipulation is that each
fluid element’s thermal plus kinetic energies be relatively small once it joins the protostar. For
example, the star cannot be rotating close to breakup speed. The T Tauri observations indicate,
in fact, that this latter condition is safely met (Chapter 16).

The accretion luminosity, although a product of cloud collapse, is mostly generated close
to the protostar’s surface. Additional radiated energy comes from nuclear fusion and the quasi-
static contraction of the interior. However, these contributions are minor compared to Lacc for
low and intermediate masses. It is therefore conventional to define a protostar as a mass-gaining
star whose luminosity stems mainly from external accretion. This radiation is able to escape the
cloud because it is gradually degraded into the infrared regime as it travels outward. Infrared
photons can traverse even the large column density of dust lying between the stellar surface
and the outer reaches of the parent dense core. Observationally, then, protostars are optically
invisible objects that should appear as compact sources at longer wavelengths.

Figure 11.2 shows in more detail how the radiation diffuses outward. The figure also indi-
cates the major physical transitions in the cloud material that is freely falling onto the protostar.
Most of the radiation is generated at the accretion shock. Since matter further inside is settling
with relatively low velocity, the shock front itself constitutes the protostar’s outer boundary.
Note how the figure suggests a turbulent state for the deeper interior. Such turbulence is in-
duced by nuclear fusion at the center, as we will describe shortly.

11.1.3 Dust Envelope and Opacity Gap

The gas raining down on the protostar originates much farther away, in the outer envelope. This
is the infalling region where, as we noted in § 10.2, the gas temperature rises sluggishly with
density as a result of efficient cooling by dust. Despite the nomenclature, we recall that the
matter here does not fall until it is inside the rarefaction wave gradually spreading throughout
the cloud. Most of this expanding volume is nearly transparent to the protostellar radiation.
However, as the infalling gas continues to be compressed, the radiation eventually becomes
trapped by the relatively high opacity from the grains. Inside the dust photosphere, located
at Rphot ∼ 1014 cm, the temperature rises more quickly. The sphere with radius Rphot is the
effective radiating surface of the protostar, as seen by an external observer.

We define the dust envelope to be the region bounded by Rphot that is opaque to the proto-
star’s radiation. Once the temperature here climbs past about 1500 K, all the hot grains vaporize.
The precise temperature depends on the adopted grain model, but the qualitative effect is always
the same. Inside this dust destruction front (Rd ∼ 1013 cm), the opacity is greatly reduced. The
infalling gas, which also collisionally dissociates above 2000 K, is nearly transparent to the
radiation field. The region of vaporized grains is therefore known as the opacity gap. Even
further inside, collisional ionization of the gas, and an attendant rise in the opacity, occur in the
radiative precursor, immediately outside the accretion shock itself. We recall from Chapter 8
that such layers are ubiquitous features of high-velocity, J-type shocks.
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Figure 11.2 Structure of a spherical protostar and its infalling envelope. The relative dimensions
of the outer regions have been greatly reduced in this sketch. Note the convection induced by
deuterium burning in the central, hydrostatic object. Note also the conversion of optical to infrared
photons in the dust envelope.

Simple arguments suffice to demonstrate the vast difference in the character of the radiation
field near the shock and at the dust photosphere. Gas approaches R∗ with speeds that are close
to the surface free-fall value Vff . This is

Vff =
"

2 G M∗
R∗

#1/2

= 280 km s−1

"
M∗

1 M⊙

#1/2" R∗
5 R⊙

#−1/2

.

(11.6)

Setting Vff equal to Vshock in equation (8.50), we see that the immediate postshock temperature
(called T2 in Chapter 8) exceeds 106 K. Such hot gas emits photons in the extreme ultraviolet
and soft X-ray regimes (λ ≈ hc/kBT2 ! 100 Å). The emission here is mainly in lines from
highly ionized metallic species, such as Fe IX. In any case, the material in both the postshock
settling region and the radiative precursor is opaque to these photons. The protostar therefore
radiates into the opacity gap almost as if it were a blackbody surface. The effective temperature
of this surface, Teff , is found approximately from

4 π R2
∗ σB T 4

eff ≈ Lacc . (11.7)
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Substituting for Lacc from equation (11.5) and solving for the temperature, we obtain

Teff ≈
&

G M∗ Ṁ

4 π σB R3
∗

'1/4

= 7300 K

&
Ṁ

10−5 M⊙ yr−1

'1/4"
M∗

1 M⊙

#1/4" R∗
5 R⊙

#−3/4

.

(11.8)

The quantity Teff characterizes, at least roughly, the spectral energy distribution of the radi-
ation field. We see that the opacity gap is bathed by optical emission similar to that emanating
from a main-sequence star of similar mass. Throughout this volume, the characteristic temper-
ature of the radiation does not vary markedly, although the outward, frequency-integrated flux
Frad falls off as r−2. The gas temperature also declines slowly, from a value at the precursor
that is not far below Teff .

11.1.4 Temperature of the Envelope
This situation changes dramatically upon crossing the dust destruction front. The infalling mat-
ter is now highly opaque to optical radiation, and the dominant photon frequencies shift down-
ward through multiple absorptions and reemissions. In such environments, the temperature,
which is identical for both matter and radiation, is related to Frad through the radiative diffusion
equation (see Appendix G). Setting Frad equal to Lacc/4πr2 and changing the temperature
gradient to ∂T/∂r (where the differentiation is at fixed time), equation (G.7) becomes:

T 3 ∂T

∂r
= − 3 ρ κ Lacc

64 π σB r2
. (11.9)

This relation governs the fall of the temperature throughout the dust envelope. Here, the density
ρ follows equation (10.34). The Rosseland-mean opacity κ is dominated by the dust contri-
bution. In the temperature regime of interest, from about 100 to 600 K, this quantity may be
represented approximately by a power law:

κ ≈ κ◦

"
T

300 K

#α

, (11.10)

where κ◦ = 4.8 cm2 g−1 and α = 0.8. Note that the power-law behavior stems from the fact
that the monochromatic opacity varies as λ−α (see equation (G.9)). In any case, dimensional
analysis of equation (11.9) then tells us that T (r) falls off as r−γ . Here, γ is another constant:

γ ≡ 5
2 (4 − α)

, (11.11)

which has a value near 0.8 in the present case.
The steady temperature decline continues until the gas becomes transparent to the infrared

radiation. Roughly speaking, this transition occurs when the mean free path of the “average”
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photon, given by 1/ρκ, becomes comparable to the radial distance from the star. At this point,
the entire dust envelope emanates as if it were a blackbody of radius Rphot and temperature
Tphot. Our two conditions are therefore

ρ κ Rphot = 1 (11.12a)

Lacc = 4 π R2
phot σB T 4

phot . (11.12b)

With ρ given by equation (10.34), Lacc by equation (11.5), and κ by (11.10), these constitute
two equations in the unknowns Rphot and Tphot. For Ṁ = 10−5 M⊙ yr−1 and M∗ = 1 M⊙,
numerical solution yields Rphot = 2.1 × 1014 cm and Tphot = 300 K.

We emphasize that the last two relations are rather crude approximations, even within the
context of our idealized, spherical protostar. Strictly speaking, there is no unique, photospheric
boundary, since the medium becomes transparent to photons of varying wavelength at differ-
ent radii. The same is true, of course, in a stellar atmosphere, but there a much sharper falloff
in density pinpoints the boundary. It is best to visualize Rphot as the radius where a photon
carrying the mean energy of the spectral distribution escapes the cloud. Our numerical result in-
dicates that the wavelength of this photon is typically λ ≈ hc/kBTphot = 49 µm, falling within
the far-infrared regime.

Moving beyond our simplified description to a more precise determination of the radiation
field and the matter temperature is technically demanding, since one must include both highly
opaque and nearly transparent regions. Deep inside the dust photosphere, the specific intensity
Iν is nearly isotropic and close to Bν(T ). Within the opacity gap, however, Iν is highly aniso-
tropic and peaks in the direction away from the central protostar. The intensity also becomes
outwardly peaked in the more tenuous region close to the dust photosphere.

The most accurate numerical calculations solve for the radiation and matter properties in
an iterative manner. Within the dust envelope, for example, one might first guess the spatial
distribution of the temperature Td, which nearly equals Tg. This guess provides, through equa-
tion (2.30), the emissivity jν at every grid point. Knowledge of this function allows one to
integrate the radiative transfer equation (2.20) for the specific intensity Iν , both as a function of
radial distance and angle. Given the radiation field, equation (7.19) yields the heating rate of
the grains. Equating this rate to the cooling (equation (7.36)) then gives a new estimate for Td.
One repeats the procedure until the calculated and guessed temperatures throughout the dust
envelope agree to sufficient accuracy. The situation is more complicated once one includes the
opacity gap, where photons arrive from both the radiative precursor and the hot dust just outside
the destruction front.

In spite of these difficulties, theorists are providing increasingly accurate descriptions of the
protostellar environment. Figure 11.3 shows the temperature profile from one numerical study
incorporating a detailed radiative transfer calculation. Here, the central protostar is represented
as a point source of luminosity, where Lrad = 26 L⊙. The density in the dust envelope follows
equation (10.34), with M∗ = 1 M⊙ and Ṁ = 2 × 10−6 M⊙ yr−1. Note that this equation gives
the total density; the dust fraction is taken to be 1 percent by mass. To model the opacity gap,
the envelope encloses a central, evacuated cavity, whose radius of 0.2 AU is the position where
Td = 1500 K. Although the temperature falls swiftly just beyond this point, its subsequent
decline is rather shallow and roughly follows a power law.
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Figure 11.3 Temperature in the dust envelope of
a spherical protostar of 1M⊙. The independent
variable is radial distance from the star.

As expected, the envelope becomes transparent to outgoing radiation once its temperature
falls below several 100 K. In this regime, the behavior of Td follows from a simple energy
argument. The radiative flux from the star falls off as r−2. In addition, the emissivity of the
dust grains varies as T 6

d , according to equation (7.39). It follows that Td declines as r−1/3. This
optically thin profile is generally useful for modeling the observed emission at far-infrared and
millimeter wavelengths from any dust cloud with an embedded star. (Recall the discussion of
reflection nebulae in § 2.4.)

Returning to protostars per se, it is interesting to gauge the effect of rotation on the tem-
perature distribution. Here, we may utilize the rotating infall model of § 10.4 and assign the
nonspherical density distribution of equation (10.57). We replace both the protostar and its disk
by a single point source whose radiation propagates through this envelope. The point-like rep-
resentation is now more suspect, as the disk radius can easily extend past the dust destruction
front (see § 11.3). On the other hand, most of the accretion luminosity still originates either on
the stellar surface or within the inner region of the disk.

Figure 11.4 shows the temperature contours from a calculation of this type. Here, the pa-
rameters are Lrad = 21 L⊙, M∗ = 0.5 M⊙, and Ṁ = 5 × 10−6 M⊙ yr−1, while the adopted
cloud rotation rate is Ω◦ = 1.35 × 10−14 s−1. The figure also displays the appropriate isoden-
sity contours. The reader may verify, using equation (10.50) with m◦ set equal to unity, that
the centrifugal radius is ϖcen = 0.4 AU, which indeed extends past the dust destruction front.
The latter, shown by the innermost contour in the figure, corresponds to Td = 1050 K, the sub-
limation temperature for the silicate grains that predominate in this model. Notice the slight
oblateness of the inner cavity wall. The broadening stems from the infall density buildup near
the centrifugal radius, which partially blocks outgoing radiation and increases the local dust
temperature. Conversely, this ring-like enhancement in dust shadows the outer region and leads
to modestly prolate temperature contours. It will be interesting to see how these results change
once a circumstellar disk is included in the calculation. In any case, the contours in temperature
should remain elongated in the polar direction, where the optical depth is relatively low.
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